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Abstract: The implementation of multi-agents systems aided collaborative and distributed design requires a deeper understanding of the real

interactions between actors, inside of the multidisciplinary teams. In this view, it is considered that for the implementation of these systems, it is

necessary to observe, model, and analyze this process with finer granularities levels. This study presents an approach of collaborative and

distributed design process analysis. The core of this approach is the modeling of interactions between actors during the design process. The

approach consists in discerning, from the real interactions and the emergence of concepts, the different characteristic state-problems of the

collaborative and distributed design process. The analysis of state-problems, in a real experience of collaborative and distributed design

process, shows that their dynamics is rather characterized by the numerous irregular leaps. These leaps, probably unforeseeable, show that

the design process is far from harmonious. Indeed, these leaps depend strongly on either the structural causes, as the auto-organization inside

the group, or on the human actions, as the creative character of the design process.
Key Words: collaborative and distributed design process, multi-agents systems, teamwork, experimental analysis, interactions analysis,

data analysis.
1. Introduction

ulti-agents systems (MAS) aided collabora-
istributed design, the agents are supposed to
nt. In this context, each agent must interact
with the other agents and thus achieve the
of the collaborative and distributed design

he implementation of the MAS aided collab-
d distributed design requires a thorough
sion of the real interactions between the
de the multidisciplinary teams. For that, it is
to observe, model, and analyze the collabo-
distributed design process to fine levels of
[17].

h, several researches were dedicated to the
llaborative design process [11], there is little
n available about the analysis of collaborative
uted design process in order to develop MAS
borative and distributed design. Indeed, the
ve and distributed design is a complex process
his complexity results from the conjugation

of a great number of heterogeneous data (domains,
actors, organizations, methods) that are interacting
between them [8]. Moreover, the variety of the points
of view results in multiple goals to attempt during the
design process. The interaction between the actors,
during the collaborative and distributed design process,
shows that this one is a key variable. In a majority of
cases, the results issued from the interactions must be
consensual in order to be accepted. Under these
conditions, the final solution of the design process can
result only from one consensus. The comprehension of
convergence towards an acceptable solution, as a whole,
requires a modeling of variables intervening for the
period of the interactions between the different actors
[4], the aims and the relations which they maintain
during the design process.

According to Akman et al. [1] only systems which
embed advanced reasoning capabilities will be able to
deal with the complexity arising from the management
of large quantities of design data. The research question
then is how best to support the ‘reasoning capabilities’
the design information management system should
possess. If designers spend, on the one hand, 80% of
the time generating and retrieving their data [2], and on
the other hand, 93% of the time assessing information
on a non-quantitative level of abstraction, then
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information tools should offer external memory aids to
retrieve these data [7]. In this direction, Dong et al. [5]
developed a computable learning method to extract the
content of the design model to facilitate the information
sharing between designers. This problem is strongly
related to the perception of how teams exploit shared
and organized comprehension [10], as well as the mental
representation of knowledge about the overall design
problem [6,18]. Inside the design teams, as the designers
must communicate their thoughts between them, the
verbal communication offers a fairly direct path to the
state of the design process and its related problem,
which is called micro state-problem.
In this study, an approach is proposed that, beginning

with the real interactions and the concepts emergence,
discerns the different micro state-problems and their
dynamics characterizing the collaborative and distrib-
uted design process. In the second section, the frame-
work of this approach is presented. Here, the
identification of the micro state-problems and their
evolutions in time permits deepened understanding of
the dynamics of the problems that occur during the
collaborative and distributed design process. The devel-
oped approach is demonstrated by a collaborative
design experience of the GRACC group (GRACC :

Groupe de Recherche sur l’Activité de Conception
Coopérative). In the third section the important results
of this approach are summarized.

2. Analysis of the collaborative and distributed
design process

The framework of the proposed analysis is given in
Figure 1. The approach performs in the following phases:

1. Modeling of design process. In this level, the corpus is
represented as a set of interactions between the
designers, where each interaction is represented as a
set of entities of analysis.

2. Identification of micro state-problems. In this level,
based on the methods of cross-clustering, the
concepts and the corresponding micro state-problems
are searched.

3. Dynamics of micro state-problems. In this level, the
evolution of state-problems in the time is represented.

4. Identification of intermediate and macro state-

problems. In this level, based on the recursive
aggregation the intermediate and final state-problems
are identified and their dynamics are represented.

2.1 Modeling of design process

During the collaborative and distributed design
process, each domain is represented by an actor, and

has specific responsibilities in the design process. Thus,
each actor is authorized to be an expert on certain fields
of knowledge called registers of reference. q is the
number of actors and Ak (k¼ 1, . . . ,q) the actor k
corresponding to the register of reference k. During the
design process, the actors interact. For example, an
actor Ak proposes, at the moment t, a conjecture related
to a problem. It is about a potential solution, candidate
to become an entire solution. An actor Al representing
the domain l, reacts to this proposition. He advances,
for example, a criterion of evaluation of the proposed
conjecture. Inti, i¼ 1, . . . , n, the Ith interaction, with n
the number of interactions. In the most elementary
form, an interaction Inti of an actor Ak, at the moment t,
is characterized by one or several transmitted messages.
Thus, a message is considered as being a form of
representation of the knowledge domain. It can be
characterized by a syntactic element (e.g., verb or noun),
with a specific semantic to a knowledge domain. These
elements are called entities of analysis and ej,
j¼ 1, . . . ,m.

• Auto-decomposition of the corpus 
• Interpretation of the results based on 

the dynamics of the state-problems
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process
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Figure 1. Flow chart of proposed approach.
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For example, {5tighten4, 5screw4, 5transmit4,
5force4. . .} are some entities of analysis. Then, the
corpus can be represented as a set of interactions, which
on the other hand, can be represented as a set of entities
of analysis (Figure 2).

Then, for analyzing the collaborative and distributed
design process, each interaction is filtered with the aid of
the entities of analysis. The filtered interaction Inti is
called enriched interaction. It is denoted as Int0i. Then,
the relationship between the enriched interactions Int0i
and the entities of analysis ej is given by the matrix C[cij],
i¼ 1, . . . , n; j¼ 1, . . . ,m. If the enriched interaction Int0i,
contains the entities of analysis ej, then Cij¼ 1, otherwise
Cij¼ 0 (Figure 3).

For example, a collaborative and distributed design is
conducted within the GRACC1. Four research labora-
tories (CRAN-Nancy, IRCCyN-Nantes, M3M-Belfort,
and 3S-Grenoble) have participated in this experience.

The problem is the design of a children’s trailer (Figure
4). A group of work with four actors was constituted
with a project manager, a form designer, a frame
designer, and a link designer. The design experiences
that have been carried out are mainly remote design
experience which implement computer means and soft-
ware of the market (CAD, MS-Office, video conference,
sharing of applications . . .) (Figure 5). There were four
meetings overall. The total duration of each synchro-
nous meeting is 2 h and their corresponding corpus
contains �1000 interventions.

The first synchronous meeting of the experience of
collaborative design (GRACC) was analyzed. For this
design experience, the matrix C[cij] (Figure 6), corre-
sponding to an extract of the corpus, represents the
relation between the enriched interactions Int0i and the
entities of analysis ej.

2.2 Identification of micro state-problems

In the case when a family of enriched interactions
corresponds to a family of entities of analysis, the
matrix C[cij], i¼ 1, . . . , n; j¼ 1, . . . ,m takes a particu-
lar form (Figure 7). Here, the partition of the set of
enriched interactions and the partition of the set of
entities of analysis are carried out so that each part
of the enriched interactions corresponds to a part of
the entities of analysis. Ideally, the search of these
correspondences allows the decomposition of the
matrix C[cij], in sub-matrix C(Diagonal) and C(Out-
Diagonal) where sub–matrices C(Diagonal) are filled
only with ‘1’, and sub-matrix C(Out-Diagonal) are
filled with ‘0’. In practice, it is not always the case.
During the interaction, it is necessary to have
confrontation and the negotiation to arrive finally
at a consensus. Mathematically, the search of the

Figure 5. Collaborative and distributed design experience
of GRACC.

Figure 4. Children’s trailer.

Figure 2. Matrix model of a corpus (interactions-entities of
analysis).

Figure 3. Matrix C[cij].
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families of enriched interactions and the families of
entities of analysis is a search problem
of simultaneous partitions in the two sets, the
enriched interactions and the entities of analysis,

in correspondences or quasi-correspondences, class of
partition to class of partition. Then, the basic idea
consists in carrying out permutations of lines and
columns of the matrix C[cij] such as to find the
structure of the correspondence on the crossing of
these two sets. This clustering technique is called
block-seriation [12].

The structure of the matrix C[cij] makes it possible to
identify the families of the entities of analysis (Figure 8).

Figure 6. Matrix C[cij].

Figure 7. Partition of matrix C[cij].

Figure 8. Entities of analysis families.
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The sequence of these entities of analysis in a family is
called a concept. Emergence here means that a concept,
as a group of entities of analysis, was not previously
represented, but can be represented because it has been
constructed now [9]. Moreover, the correspondences
per block permit the characterization of a family of
interventions by the corresponding concept(s). Each
concept offers a fair idea to a state of the design process
and this related problem, which is called micro state-
problem. Thus, a family of enriched interactions allows
identification of the state-problem of the collaborative
and distributed design process.

For example, Figure 9 shows the partition of enriched
interactions-entities of analysis matrix C[cij] for the
considered design experience. It shows the identification
of the 33 families of entities of analysis corresponding to
33 state-problems. The recognition of the state-problems
in the corpus is carried out with the help of the software
‘Intex2’ (Figure 10).

2.3 Dynamics of micro state-problems

The relationship between the interventions and state-
problems permit to note their continued evolution.

For instance, Figure 11 represents the evolution
of state-problems found in the partition of matrix
C[cij] (Figure 7). Then, the design process, as a
dynamics system, is represented like a change of
qualitative states. A state can be considered as
attractor in a dynamics system. It is represented then,
as a state which drew up the other neighboring states.

The representation of the state-problems in time
allows to note the dynamics of the problems in
relation to the design process organization, as well
as in relation to the evolution and/or the emergence
of the solutions. For example, the dynamics of
33 state-problems (Figure 9) is represented in
Figure 12 for a synchronous meeting of 500
interventions (2 h). The analysis of these state-
problems shows that these dynamics are character-
ized rather by many irregular leaps. These leaps,
probably unforeseeable, show that the design
process, on a micro scale, is far from being
harmonious. In fact, these leaps depend strongly
on the structural causes, such as the auto-organiza-
tion (or self-organizing) inside of the team [18], the
human action, such as the creative characteristic of
the design [13,14].

Figure 9. Partition of matrix C[cij] for a meeting.
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Figure 10. Researching of entities of analysis of the first family.
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Figure 11. Dynamics of state-problems for the extract of 27
interventions.
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Figure 12. Dynamics of micro state-problem in a synchronous meeting.
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3. Discovering macro state-problems

The state-problems are semantically interpretable.
Consequently, these state-problems corresponding to
the design activities can be combined in hierarchical
aggregation form. Thus, the state-problems of inferior
levels are included in the state-problems of superior
levels, until this recursive process can reach the
last level, called macro state-problem. Then, the
discovery of the macro state-problems is based on
the aggregation principles. The goal of the recursive
aggregation of the (micro and/or intermediate) state-
problems is to carry out a hierarchical representation
of families of the state-problems and families of the
associated entities of analysis. The result of the
hierarchical aggregation enables the concerned agent
to understand the causality of variation of the
discussions. Indeed, there is a relationship between a
series of intermediate state-problems and the changing
of the discussions.

The partition of matrix C[cij] is considered here for
example (Figure 9). Using the technique presented in
[15], the first aggregation, based on the relationship of
the sub-matrices C(Diagonal), gives as a result 13
intermediate problems (Figure 13). Following up the
process of aggregation, the number of state-problems is
reduced to six (Figure 14). This is the last possible
aggregation. Therefore corresponding states are the
macro state-problems. The dynamics of the state-
problems is shown in Figure 15.

The dynamics of the state-problems implies that a
hierarchical network of the concepts related to a state-
problem can be created. Consequently, this dynamics of
the state-problems enables one, on the one hand, to
identify the borders of the discussions, and on the other
hand, to understand the semantics of these discussions.
Here, the discussions are strongly dependent on the
tackled state-problems.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a framework is proposed for under-
standing the dynamics of state-problems in the collab-
orative and distributed design. This approach consists in
distinguishing, from the real interactions and the
emergence of the concepts, the different state-problems
and their dynamics characterizing the collaborative and
distributed design process.

The analysis of the state-problems in a real
experience of the collaborative and distributed design
shows that their dynamics is characterized rather by
many irregular leaps. These leaps, probably unforesee-
able, show that the design process on a micro scale is
far from being harmonious. Indeed, these leaps
depend strongly on structural causes, such as the
auto-organization inside the team, as well as the
human action, such as the creative characteristic of
the design process.

The dynamics of the state-problems permit one to
identify the approximate boundaries of the discussions
and to decompose a corpus of the collaborative and
distributed design process.

Based on the proposed approach, the authors are
currently working on the development of a multi-
agents system for discovering state-problems in the
collaborative and distributed design process. In addi-
tion to developing a multi-agents system for discover-
ing state-problems, the experiences with real industrial
problems is considering to see the application of the
proposed approach.

Further research is required to develop domain
ontology for improving the ability to recognize and
identify relevant state-problems. Modeling and analysis
of collaborative and distributed design processes based
on the theoretical background of dynamic systems seems
to be a relevant vector to explain phenomena, such as
auto-organization and attractor states.
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Figure 14. Last aggregated matrix with three aggregations.
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